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ABSTRACT: The paper presents an overview of the results of different diagnostic and
monitoring activities carried in the last years in the historical city of Gubbio, Italy, and involving soil-structural interaction and earthquake vulnerability aspects, with particular reference
to the monumental Consoli Palace and the Town Walls. These activities have been carried out
within the European HERACLES project, funded in the framework of Horizon 2020 and
aimed at proposing novel diagnostic monitoring solutions for enhancing heritage resilience
against various types of hazards. Particular attention is focused on the cross-correlation of the
outputs of remote sensing Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) and in-situ
structural monitoring data aimed at achieving engineering meaningful results supporting decision making and proactive interventions. The presented activities make Gubbio become a sort
of international distributed seismic monitoring benchmark at city scale and a full-scale laboratory of structural and soil-structural interaction problems of earthquake engineering.

1 INTRODUCTION
Preventive conservation against material degradation and natural hazards is a societal priority, as well as a scientific and technical challenge, especially with reference to Cultural Heritage (CH) structures. In this context, diagnostic and monitoring activities are crucial for
structural health assessment (Masciotta et al. 2017, Saisi et al. 2018, Ubertini et al. 2018). In
this paper, the first results obtained by different/complementary techniques recently applied in
the medieval town of Gubbio, Italy, with particular reference to the monumental Consoli
Palace and the Town walls, are presented.
The Consoli Palace is one of the most important Medieval palaces of Central Italy, well
maintained and extensively used by the community for tourism and several local events
(Figure 1). The palace has a regular rectangular plan with dimensions of about 40×20 m,
while being irregular in height if the different levels of foundations are taken into account. In
fact, the South facade reaches a total height of about 60 m, if also the little bell-tower which
rises from the roof is considered (Figure 1). The structure is mainly constituted by limestones
and is internally divided in six levels. The most important floors are the Arengo hall and the
Noble floor, which identify the two significant open spaces of the building. The structure is
characterized by an evident crack pattern related to static and dynamic actions occurred over
the centuries. The damage scenario allows to identify two main mechanisms: the former
involving the Loggia in the South facade and the latter the West and North facades. A spread
crack scenario can be also observed in other parts of the structure, e.g. on the East main
facade, in the Loggia and on the North facade. A mixed static and dynamic long-term structural health monitoring system has been installed with the purpose of early detecting any
damage caused by earthquakes. The damage detection task is addressed by detecting anomalies in dynamic properties of the structure, as well as in the time series of major crack
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Figure 1. The distributed monitoring system in Gubbio, Italy. Highlighted view of the Consoli Palace,
the North side of the Town Walls and the location of the inclinometric stations on the walls and the data
acquisition system.

amplitudes potentially relating to local failure mechanisms, through automated modal analysis and multivariate statistical techniques.
The Town Walls represent another important CH asset of Gubbio. With a total length of
about 2.85 km and characterized by several gates and defense towers, they have been built around
the 13th century to protect the city against invasions, sieges and enemies’ raids. The part exposed
to the maximum risk is located on the slopes of Ingino Mountain in North-East direction (length
of about 800 m) playing an important retaining role. With a multi-leaf stone masonry (mainly
limestone), they present a maximum height of 12 m (with a different ground level between the
wall sides of about 7-8 m), a thickness variable from 0.5 to 3 m and variable sections.
The Walls are exposed to significant risks/hazards including environmental actions and structural and material degradation. The atmospheric moisture change is the main hazard since its
major consequence concerns intense/torrential rainfalls (increase of the groundwater/aquifer
level) which lead to flooding and consequently to a higher risk of structural instability and to a
lower earthquake resistance. Also damages derived by faulty or inadequate water disposal systems after an extreme event and subsoil instability (ground heave, subsidence, landslide) are considered. At the present state, the estimated ground material accumulation during the last eight/
ten centuries is more than 5/6 m (the present upstream forestation has arisen only just after
1945) and increases with a rate of about 50 cm/century. However, there are no major landslides
in place, but collapses occurred over the last centuries, and even in more recent times. Considering all these combined aspects, static monitoring solutions for their preventive conservation are
considered in this work as means to possibly anticipate critical events.
After discussing surveys, diagnostic investigations, and analysis of monitoring data, the
paper presents a comparison between InSAR analysis and in-situ structural monitoring,
aiming at achieving engineering meaningful results supporting decision making and proactive
interventions. An example is the use of in-situ static monitoring sensors, such as crack meter
sensors and inclinometers, for validating displacement data taken from remote sensing
DIFSAR analysis, therefore allowing a more reliable use of such an information for spatially
distributed static monitoring of buildings and town walls.

2 REMOTE SENSING STRUCTURAL MONITORING
2.1 Basic concepts of InSAR analysis and large scale application to Gubbio city
Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) is a powerful technique to accurately measure
slow terrain movements due to subsidence, landslides, earthquakes and volcanic phenomena.
Thanks to this technology, these movements can be remotely measured with a millimetric accuracy, using a stack of images acquired by satellites orbiting at more than 500 km above the ground.
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The electromagnetic signal reflected by the observed scene – the SAR image – is coherent,
with its amplitude and its phase: the amplitude varies with the wavelength of the transmitted
signal, with the acquisition geometry, as well as with the physical characteristics of the
observed scene; the phase is related to the distance between the radar antenna and the target
on the ground, and to the characteristics of the transmission medium and of the target. The
principle that lies at the core of InSAR technology is that the difference between the phase
components of two SAR images, acquired at different times and with slightly different view
angles, depends on the topology of the observed scene as well as on local movements occurring within the time interval between the two acquisitions. If the characteristics of the medium
and of the target do not change between the two acquisitions, the interferometric phase is proportional to the difference between the lengths of the paths followed by the electromagnetic
signal during the two acquisitions. The sensibility of the interferometric phase to the scene
topology is related to the distance between the two satellites at acquisition times: when this
distance, called “interferometric baseline”, is zero, the interferometric phase is completely
uncorrelated with the topology and is zero, while as this distance increases, the interferometric
phase is more and more correlated to the topography, up until a given “critical baseline”,
beyond which the phase and the topography become totally uncorrelated once again.
Knowing the topographical contribution to the interferometric phase, it is possible to
remove it and highlight the phase component, that is related to the surface deformation that
could have occurred between the two acquisition dates.
The extraction of the displacement information from the stack of interferometric phases is
an extremely complex operation. Reliable information can be obtained on a set of sparse
points within the observed area; these points, called Persistent Scatterers (PS), must be identified during the processing and correspond to physical targets that are characterized by stable
backscattering properties with time. PS can be commonly found in scarcely vegetated areas
(bare soil or grassland), uncultivated fields, and urbanized areas; in particular, several PS can
be found on ar-tificial or natural structures such as buildings and cliffs.
Another fundamental aspect of interferometric processing is that the measurements of PS
displacement are always meant as the projection of the PS real 3D movement along the lineof-sight connecting the satellite antenna to the target. It is possible to acquire the same target
from two different directions (at different times), one during the ascending (South-to-North)
orbit and the other during the descending (North-to-South) orbit; through a combination of
the measurements on the same target obtained with the two geometries, it is possible to measure the vertical and East-West components of the target movement, and, even if with lower
sensitivity, the North-South component too.
In this paper, the InSAR technique developed by some of the authors, called Persistent
Scatterer Pairs (PSP), is applied to two SAR datasets acquired over Gubbio by the sensors
onboard the COSMO-SkyMed constellation: the first dataset is composed by 61 images
acquired between July 2012 and August 2016 in ascending geometry, the second by 71 images
acquired between July 2011 and February 2017 in descending geometry. The 3D position of
each detected PS has been measured alongside with its mean velocity expressed in mm/year,
and its displacement evolution for each acquisition date. Figure 2 shows, as an example, the
results obtained in ascending geometry.
2.2 InSAR analysis on Consoli Palace
The PS detected on the Consoli Palace were projected onto a 3D model of the building,
in order to highlight the relative displacement movements experienced by the structures
of the Palace. Given the different acquisition geometries of the ascending and descending
datasets, some sides of the Palace can be investigated only with one geometry and not
the other, while other structures, such as the roof, are visible in both geometries. The
combination of the two analyses results in a more complete description of the movements of the structure.
The results of the analysis on the ascending dataset are shown in Figure 3, in which several
PS on the Western side of the building are detected. Most of the PS are colour-coded in green,
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Figure 2. InSAR analysis performed with PSP technique on the ascending stack of SAR images on
Gubbio. Each dot is a PS, colour-coded according to its mean velocity with the included colour palette.

Figure 3. PS detected and measured on Consoli Palace by the PSP analysis on the ascending dataset,
colour-coded according to their mean velocity; on the left side, the evolutions of two PS on the roof and
on the base of the Palace.

which indicates a mean velocity between -0.3 and 0.3 mm/year, but some PS on the roof and
at the base of the building have higher mean velocity, in the range of 2.5 mm/year.
2.3 InSAR analysis on Town Walls
The results of InSAR analysis on the Town Walls are relatively less informative, since the
walls are often surrounded by trees and vegetation, which cover the structures and are not
radiometrically stable (vegetated areas usually contain very few PS if not at all).
The results of the descending analyses on a portion of the Town Walls are shown in Figure 4.
Most PS on the Walls have the same mean velocity, but there are some PS that are characterized
by a higher velocity that can be indicative of structural movements under the thrust of the backfill soil that should however be further investigated. For example, the evolution of a PS located
near a tower characterized by a mean velocity of 5 mm/year is shown in the figure.
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Figure 4. PS detected on the Town Walls, in the descending geometry, colour-coded according to their
mean velocity.

3 IN-SITU STRUCTURAL MONITORING
3.1 In-situ static monitoring system of Consoli Palace
A mixed static and dynamic monitoring system has been installed on the Consoli Palace, comprising two displacement sensors and two thermocouples for the static monitoring and three
piezoelectric high sensitivity uni-axial accelerometers for the dynamic monitoring. The two displacement sensors, Linear Variable Displacement Transducer (LVDT), have been fixed near the
Loggia and in the North facade, respectively, for monitoring the two potential collapse mechanisms, while the three accelerometers have been installed at the roof level to monitor the evolution of the building dynamic parameters, such as the natural frequencies and the related mode
shapes, which will be not discussed in this paper. The LVDT1 (S-model with a linear measure
range from 0 to 50 mm and a resolution <0.3μm) has been installed together with a K-type
thermocouple (T1) across a crack developed from the outside to the internal side of the South
facade, to which mixed mechanisms can be associated. The LVDT2 and T2 have been installed
near the North facade (internally), in correspondence to the main identified crack (Figure 5a).
The monitoring system has been activated on July 5th 2017. The static and dynamic monitoring data are simultaneously recorded through a data acquisition system (Figure 5a), model NI
CompactDAQ-9132. The dynamic data are acquired by one NI 9234 module (24-bit resolution,
102-dB dynamic range, and anti-aliasing filters) with a frequency rate of 100 Hz, while the static
data by one NI 9219 module (24-bit resolution, ±60V range, 100S/s) with a frequency rate of
about 1 measurement point every 10 minutes. The data are stored in consecutive separate files
containing 30 minute recordings and sent through the Internet to a remote server located in the
Laboratory of Structural Dynamics of University of Perugia for post-processing purposes.
Figure 6 shows the displacement time histories recorded by LVDT2, where the increasing
trend of the measurements indicates an opening of the crack. It should be noted that in the
first year of monitoring the observed range of displacement is about 0.3 mm, which is a very
small value. The same figure illustrates the temperature time histories recorded by temperature
sensor T2 in which the temperature range can be directly observed.
The visual correlation between displacement and temperature data is shown in Figure 6b, in
which also the linear regression parameters are estimated. The correlation trend points out an
opening behavior of the crack in relation to a decrease of temperature, which is justified by
the natural volumetric contraction of the material. More detailed information on correlation
between displacements and temperature data can be found in (Kita et al. 2019). It is
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Figure 5. Photo evidence of the in-situ distributed static monitoring system. (a) LVDT2 and T2 installed
across the main crack of the North façade of Consoli Palace. (b) Measurement station 1 installed in the
South part of the Town Walls, connected to a gateway wireless placed on the roof of Consoli Palace.

Figure 6.

Correlation between C2 crack amplitude and T2 temperature data of Consoli Palace.

noteworthy to stress that, the data acquired in the first year of monitoring highlights no significant evidences regarding the cracks evolution.
3.2 In-situ static monitoring system of the Town Walls
A static monitoring system has been installed on the walls on July 19th 2018, consisting of
three inclinometric measurement stations, located in three points of interest. With reference to
Figure 1, these stations are described as follows:
- Station 1: Portion along via dell’Appennino, between Porta S.Ubaldo and il Bughetto. Station 1 is illustrated more in detail in Figure 5b.
- Station 2: Portion between la Torre and Porta S.Ubaldo.
- Station 3: Ranghiasci park.
Each measurement station comprises a mono-axial inclinometer for measuring the inclination
angle of the specific portion of the Town Walls and a thermo-hygrometer for recording local
environmental parameters, such as temperature and relative humidity (Figure 5b). The inclinometers are characterized by a good resolution in very small measurements, with measuring
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Figure 7.

Time histories of inclination angle and temperature data measured by inclinometric Station 1.

range of ± 2° (the positive and negative sign indicates an inclination of the instrument upwards
and downwards, respectively). The thermo-hygrometer has been equipped with a special antiradiation screen for natural ventilation and solar radiation. All the measurement stations have
been installed directly on the wall (in the mount side) and, in addition to the sensors, are
equipped with a local datalogger, powered by a battery whose charge is constantly detected in
digital format, for data recording (1 data every 20 minutes) and transmitting, through a remote
wireless connection, to a gateway placed on the roof of Consoli Palace, in correspondence to the
bell tower (Figure 5b). In summary, four measurements for each station are available: battery
charge level, inclination angle, temperature and relative humidity data, respectively.
As an illustrative example, the time histories of the inclination angle and temperature measured
by Station 1 are plotted in Figure 7. The visual investigation highlights that inclination and temperature exhibit similar trends. In particular, the figure shows that the amplitude of the inclination
angle is almost overlapped to temperature data. Moreover, apparent daily fluctuations of inclination data are evidenced. Data plotted in this figure refer to the non-processed measurements provided by the instruments. It is noteworthy to highlight that inclinometer sensors are characterized
by a thermal auto-compensation system by means of an internal statistic tool, but, nevertheless,
the data must be considered affected by a linear thermal drift equal to ± 0.0025° per °C. Taking
into account this measurement uncertainty, it is possible to assert that the daily fluctuations are
not attributable to structural issues, but simply caused by environmental effects.

Figure 8. (a) PS detected and measured on Consoli Palace by the PSP analysis on the descending dataset; the two analyzed groups of PS located on the two sides of the vertical crack are highlighted. (b) Time
histories of the measured displacement: PS group of the Western side of the crack (W, blue line); PS
group of the Eastern side of the crack (E, red); difference between the two PS groups (E-W, in green).
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4 CROSS-CORRELATION ANALYSIS BETWEEN REMOTE SENSING DATA AND
IN-SITU MEASUREMENTS
In this section, a first attempt of cross-correlation analysis between remote sensing and in-situ
acquired data is presented. Owing to the limited monitoring period available for the in-situ
measurements of the Town Walls, only Consoli Palace is considered to this purpose.
Figure 8a shows the PS detected and measured on the descending dataset, which are mostly
located on the Eastern side of the building. Also in this case, most of the PS are colour-coded in
green, even if several PS on the roof with higher mean displacement can be found. The side of the
Palace on the right of the image is the Northern facade of the building, which is affected by the
vertical crack monitored by LVTD2 sensor. In the figure, two groups of PS located on the two
sides of the crack, the Western side and the Eastern side, are indicated. A comparison of the evolutions of these two groups of PS is shown in Figure 8b, where the plot of the displacement time
histories of E and W PS groups are depicted. In those points, only the line of sight data are available due to the fact that the scattered points are not detected in the ascending dataset. Other than
the anomalies detected during a period around the end of 2013, in which the city of Gubbio has
been affected by a sequence of seismic events of low-medium intensity, a qualitative agreement
regarding the seasonal opening/closing of the monitored crack is observed in terms of relative EW displacement observed during the Autumn/winter seasons. On the other hand, as far as it concerns the amplitude of the measured displacements, more in-depth investigations are required.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the firsts results of diagnostic and monitoring activities carried out in the historic
city of Gubbio, Italy, by means of two techniques operating at different scales have been presented. In particular, the results of large scale remote sensing activities at city level have been
compared to those of in-situ monitoring of two specific CH structures, the Consoli Palace and
the Town Walls, where contact sensors, such as LVDT crack meters and inclinometers have
been recently installed. The results highlight that displacement measurements across a crack
of the Consoli Palace through InSAR analysis are qualitatively consistent with in-situ measurements as far as it concerns seasonal trends. Furthermore, the analysis of historic InSAR
data seems to emphasize permanent opening of the same cracks caused by the recent seismic
shocks. The analysis of InSAR and in-situ inclinometric data on the town walls also shows
consistent trends with the effect of the thrust of the backfill soil.
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